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Abstract. This paper presents a formal development, employing techniques of transformational 
programming, of a non-trivial algorithm in the field of functional language implementation. The 
problem deals with the translation of lambda calculus expressions into combinator form, using 
Hughes-style supercombinators rather than the fixed repertoire of combinators proposed by Turner. 
The final algorithm is presented as a functional program and is efficient in the sense that its 
worst-case running time is proportional to n log n, where n is the size of the output. This efficiency 
is-obtained by means of a number of simple transformations on the initial specification of the 
problem, the most significant of which is a data structure refinement step for tabulating partial 
results. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we present a formal development of a translator from lambda 
expressions to supercombinators. The idea of implementing a functional language 
by translating expressions into combinatory form and performing graph reduction 
on the result is due to Turner [9]_ Turner used a fixed set of combinators, and it 
was Hughes [5] who pointed out the advantages of a more flexible scheme, whereby 
each program could be translated into ‘customized’ combinators, called supercom- 
binators, different for different source expressions. Supercombinators can be substan- 
tially larger than the usual kind, so more work can be done at each combinator 
reduction step during the subsequent execution of the compiled program. However, 
unless one is careful, a translation to supercombinators may not retain certain 
desirable self-optimising properties present in Turner’s original scheme. The price 
to pay for the greater flexibility of supercombinators is that the compiler is sig- 
nificantly more complex. Hughes gave a verbal sketch of the operation of the 
compiler in [5]. Later, in his doctoral thesis [6], Hughes presented three versions 
of a compiler, one written in a conventional imperative language, one in Prolog, 
and one in a functional language. The functional version was very complicated, 
relying heavily for its efficiency on building cyclic program structures in order to 
avoid repeated traversals of data. In fact, the present author failed to understand 
this particular version of the compiler, even after several attempts. In this he was 
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not alone, for Hughes has since privately confessed that he no longer really under- 
stands the program either. Eventually, although the details of the functional version 
of the compiler were never mastered, the essential idea behind cyclic programming 
as a method for improving efficiency was isolated as a technique of program 
transformation and described in [2]. 
The compiler developed in the current paper is a very different animal, even 
though it is also presented as a functional program. In particular, no cyclic structures 
are required to achieve the necessary efficiency. Indeed, the final program turns out 
to be reasonably straightforward. It is noteworthy that this program was first 
‘discovered’ by following a transformational approach very close in spirit to the 
one given below (though somewhat less polished). A similar transformational 
development, though for a completely different kind of problem, is given in [3]. 
The lesson to be drawn from the exercise, therefore, seems to be that the transforma- 
tional method can pay handsome dividends in the development of practical pro- 
grams. 
By its very nature, the compiler is not particularly easy to specify: the task to be 
performed is not obvious and can only really be appreciated after a certain amount 
of motivation and preparatory work. Although we shall do our best to introduce 
the main ideas in a logical and self-contained progression, of necessity we shall 
have to be brief about matters of fact and motivation. The cited references by Hughes 
are an excellent source for the background to the problem, and the earlier article 
by Turner [9] on combinator implementations of functional languages hould also 
be consulted. 
2. Combinators and the lambda-calculus 
Our point of departure is the observation, due to Turner [9], that functional 
languages can be implemented efficiently by translating functional expressions into 
a notation which does not contain variables, and then reducing the result to a 
printable expression by a process known as graph reduction. Not only is a graph 
reducer a rather simple kind of machine, the whole translation process can incorpor- 
ate certain desirable self-optimising properties which we shall explain in due course. 
Since we need a particular functional language to work with, and since all 
functional languages can be translated into the lambda-calculus with constants (and 
even without constants), we shall take the lambda-calculus plus constants as the 
source language of the compiler. 
The syntax of the lambda calculus we shall work with is the following: 
E::=C] Vl(EJ5)lhV.E 
Here, C ranges over a set of constants, V ranges over a set of variable names, 
(E 1 E2) represents the application of the function El to E2, and AVX denotes 
the function of V that E is. This last expression is called an abstraction. 
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We shall not justify formally the fact that all functional programs can be translated 
into lambda-calculus expressions, but content ourselves with a single example. 
Consider the KRC [lo] function 
reduce f e [] = e, 
reducefe (a:x)=fa (reducefe x) 
We can translate this into the lambda-calculus in two steps. First we eliminate the 
pattern matching by introducing an explicit conditional function ‘if’: 
reducefe x= if (eq x nil) e (f (hd x) (reducefe (tl x))) 
In this version, nil is a constant denoting the empty list, and hd and tl are selector 
functions, returning the head and tail of a list respectively. The second stage is to 
convert this definition to lambda form: 
reduce = Y(hr.AjIhe.Ax.if (eq x nil) e (f (hd x) (rfa (tl x)))) 
This definition makes use of the special constant Y, the paradoxical combinator of 
Curry, to deal with the recursion. 
Note, in passing, that reduce is a very useful higher-order function in functional 
programming. Many functions can be defined as particular instances of reduce: 
sum = reduce plus 0, all = reduce and true, 
product = reduce mult 1, some = reduce orfalse. 
The point to emphasize is that this style of writing programs as instances of generic 
functions is very natural and very modular, and so the programmer should not be 
penalised by an implementation which fails to handle such definitions in the most 
efficient manner. Ideally, we would like an implementation that does not incur the 
overhead of passing constant parameters to the generic definition at each recursive 
call. The function sum, for instance, can be defined directly by 
sum [] = 0, 
sum (a:~) = u + sum x 
and we would like an implementation strategy that treats a definition of sum by 
sum = reduce plus 0 as efficiently as it treats the direct definition. This point will be 
returned to below. 
The meaning of a lambda expression is defined by reduction rules, of the form 
E l+ E2. Each constant function has its own rule or rules, for instance: 
hd (cons x y)*x, plus m n*m+n, 
if true x y-x, Yf*f (Yf), 
iffulse x y*y, (AVEl)E2jEl{ V+ E2). 
In the last rule, the expression El{ V-, E2) means E! with all (free) occurrences 
of V replaced by E2. This rule, known as beta-reduction, simplifies lambda 
expressions by a process of substituting actual argument expressions for formal 
parameters. 
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An implementation of the lambda-calculus must operate on an expression by 
applying reduction rules to it until no more are applicable. The expression is then 
said to be in normal form, and this normal form is the result of the computation. 
The choice of the order in which reduction rules are applied is a matter of 
implementation strategy. In the regime known as Normal Order Graph Reduction 
(NOGR), arguments to functions are not necessarily reduced (if they are not needed 
for the final result), but if they are reduced, then they are reduced at most once. 
This technique is also known as lazy-evaluation [5]. The notion of a furry lazy 
evaluation generalises this idea to arbitrary expressions appearing in a program, 
not just expressions which appear as arguments to functions. In a fully lazy 
implementation, every expression is evaluated at most once after the variables in it 
have become bound. This is just what is needed to make an efficient implementation 
of the function reduce considered above. In a particular instantiation, say sum = 
reduce plus 0, the variable f in the defining expression of reduce is bound to the 
constant function plus, and the variable e to the integer 0. The expression (reduce 
phs 0) is evaluated once only, and treated subsequently as if it were the constant 
function sum. In a non-fully lazy scheme, the expression (r plus 0) would be recalcu- 
lated afresh for each instantiation of the third argument; this entails an overhead 
for passing the first two parameters, plus and 0, to r each time. In a fully lazy 
implementation, (rplus 0) would be reduced to a single value after the very first 
step, and the program would be as efficient as the direct version. 
It is necessary to mention this subtle distinction between a lazy and fully lazy 
implementation, since the desire for the latter motivates much of the added com- 
plexity of the supercombinator compiler. 
The major inefficiency in a graph reduction scheme occurs with the beta-reduction 
rule mentioned above. For substitution to take place, the body of the lambda 
expression has to be traversed to discover the occurrences of its bound variable, 
and this can be an expensive operation. Since substitution only happens when 
lambda-abstractions (i.e. expressions of the form A VE) are applied, it is natural to 
try and eliminate lambda-abstractions altogether. This is where combinators come 
in. Consider the language of applicative expressions 
A::=CI Vl(AA) 
in which lambda-abstractions do not appear. It is a remarkable fact that we can 
translate all lambda expressions into applicative expressions, provided we supply 
an additional class of constants-the combinators. A combinator will be written in 
the form 
~1 Vl V2 . . Vn. A. 
A combinator is very like a lambda-abstraction, but there are three important 
differences: 
(i) a combinator takes all its arguments at once; 
(ii) a combinator has no free variables in its defining body; 
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(iii) a combinator body is an applicative expression. 
Taken together these differences mean that combinator reduction can be made faster 
than the reduction of arbitrary lambda expressions. As their bodies are constant 
forms, combinators can be compiled into an internal code suitable for speeding up 
the reduction process. In fact, the translation of lambda expressions to applicative 
expressions can be carried out with just two combinators: 
s = pxyz. xz(yz), K = pxy. x. 
For example, hx.hy.ax( by) = S(S( KS)(S( KK)a))( Kb). We shall not give details of 
this translation (but see [9]) since we are really interested in schemes which allow 
more general kinds of combinators. The simplest scheme of this type is the subject 
of the next section. 
3. A simple supercombinator scheme 
A simple scheme for translating lambda abstractions into applicative form is the 
following: 
To translate A KE: 
(1) translate E, giving E’ say; 
(2) identify the free variables of E’, say X, Y, . . . , 2; 
(3) define the combinator C = pXY. . 2V.E'; 
(4) return the result CXY. . Z. 
We can implement this algorithm as a functional program. The language we shall 
use to do this is very similar in spirit to KRC, as well as a number of other current 
purely functional languages, and was designed and implemented at Oxford by 
Wadler [ll]. Any reader familiar with a language such as KRC, ML [7], or HOPE 
[4], should be able to follow the details without difficulty. The only point to mention 
is that all formal definitions are heralded by a special symbol ‘>‘, and this prompt 
appears at the beginning of every line of a formal definition. This useful device 
helps to separate formal definitions from assertions of equality and transformation 
steps. 
The first job is to define the necessary abstract types: 
> TYPE Lexp = const Id ) uut Id 1 apply Lexp Lexp ( lambda Id Lexp 
> TYPE Aexp = const Id 1 uar Id ) apply Aexp Aexp ( mu (List Id) Aexp 
(Strictly speaking, the various constructors of the two types should have been given 
different names as constructors are unique to a type; rather than introduce arbitrary 
decorations of identifiers, the reader can think of the corresponding names as being 
in different colours). In the definitions of L.exp and Aexp, the type Id is a synonym 
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for (List Char). For example, the lambda expression hx.Ay. fxy is represented as 
the following object of type Lexp: 
lambda ‘x’ (lambda ‘y’ (apply (apply (const ‘f’) (var ‘x’)) (oar ‘y’))) 
We can now define a function Trans : Lexp + Aexp, as follows: 
> Trans (const c) = const c 
> Trans (uar x) = var x 
> Trans (apply el e2) = apply ( Trans el) ( Trans e2) 
> Trans (lambda x e) = abstract yi;eevars x t) x I 
> where t = Trans e 
> abstract us x t = lred apply (mu (us ++ [xl) t) us 
> freevars x (const c) =[I 
> freevars x (uar y) =[I if x=y 
> [y] otherwise 
> freevars x (apply el e2) = union (freevars x el) (jreeuars x e2) 
> freevars x (mu us e) =[I 
This program is a straightforward rendering of the informal algorithm described 
earlier and serves as an initial specification of the translator. In the specification, 
the operator ++ denotes list concatenation, union is a function which takes two 
lists and produces a third list by concatenating them but removing duplicates, and 
lred is a higher-order function, similar to the function reduce of the last section, 
with the definition 
> lredfe []=e 
> lredf e (a:x)=Zredf (f ex) x 
To see the translator at work, consider the lambda expression 
pick= Y (Ap.hn.Ax.if (eq n 1) (hdx) (p (sub n 1) (t/x))) 
which corresponds to the functional definition 
>pickn (a:x)=a if n=l 
> pick (R - 1) x otherwise 
To translate the innermost lambda-abstraction, a combinator Cl is introduced with 
the definition 
Cl=pnpx.if(eq n 1) (hdx) (p (subn l)(tlx)) 
We now have 
pick = Y (Ap.An.Clnp) 
Similarly, for the subsequent abstractions we 
C2 = ppn. C 1 np, c3 = /.Lp.c2p. 
introduce new combinators 
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So pick = Y C3. It is clear by inspection that this choice of combinators is not 
optimal, and that the order of the arguments to combinators can have a significant 
effect on the result. In fact, the algorithm is sub-optimal in that it produces more 
combinators than strictly necessary. Since C3p = C2p for all p, the combinators C3 
and C2 are equal by extensionality. Further, if we had defined C 1 by ppnx.if( eq n 1) 
(hd x)( p (sub n l)( tZ x)), then C2pn = Clpn for all p and n, so C2 = Cl by 
extensionality. This means we could have accomplished the translation with just a 
single combinator. 
The most serious failing of the algorithm, however, is that it does not give a fully 
lazy implementation. To see this consider the instantiation snd = pick 2, that is, the 
function which returns the second element of a sequence. Applying the combinators 
derived above, we find 
snd+Y C3 2 
+C3 pick 2 
+ C2 pick 2 
*Cl 2 pick 
and no further reduction is possible until x is supplied. This means that the body 
of Cl, namely, if (eq 2 1) (hd x) (pick (sub 2 1) (tl x)) must be re-evaluated for 
each x, and so the arithmetic calculations must be performed on every call of snd. 
On the other hand, snd is equivalent o 
Ax. iffake (hd x) (pick 1 (tl x)) 
=Ax. iffalse (hdx) (iftrue (hd (tlx)) (pick 0 (tZ (tlx)))) 
and in a fully lazy implementation this is what snd would reduce to after one 
application, ensuring that the arithmetic calculations are performed once only. 
One way to resolve this problem is to identify at each step, not simply the free 
variables of an applicative expression, but the maximaI free expressions. The way 
this is done is described next. 
4. Maximal free expressions 
By definition, the free expressions of hx.E are those subexpressions of E which 
are not constant and do not contain x as a subexpression. The maximal free 
expressions (mfes) are those which are not contained in an enclosing free expression. 
For example, the maximal free expressions of hy.muZt(pZus x x)(pZus x y) are the 
expressions (mult (plus x x)), and (plus x). Notice that the mfe (PIUS x) is a subex- 
pression of the mfe (mult (plus x x)); however, this mfe is not an enclosing expression 
of the second occurrence of (plus x). 
By analogy, the free variables of a lambda expression correspond to the minimal 
free expressions. If we modify the compiler of the last section to identify and abstract 
on the maximal free expressions, rather than the minimal ones, we shall obtain a 
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fully lazy implementation. To see informally how this is done, consider the example 
pick again. In the following expression, the mfes at the innermost,level have been 
underlined: 
pick= Y(Ap.hn.hx. if(eq n 1) (hdx)( p(suQ n 1) (t/x))) 
A combinator Cl is now introduced with the definition 
Cl =/La1 a2 x. al(hd x)(a2(tl x)), 
where al and a2 are new variable names. We now have 
pick= Y(Ap.An.Cl(if(eq n l))(p (sub n 1))) 
In a similar fashion we can introduce 
C2=pal n.Cl(if(eq n l))(al(sub n 1)), 
c3 = /Lp.c2p, 
so that pick = Y C3. 
To see the advantage of this scheme, consider the function snd = pick 2 once more: 
snd+ Y C3 2 
+C3 pick 2 
+C2 pick 2 
*Cl (if (eq 2 l))(pick (sub 2 1)) 
Now whenever snd is used, the same copies of the free expressions are used and 
so they are evaluated only once. In fact, on the first call of snd the last expression 
will be further reduced to 
*Cl (iffaZse)(Cl (iftrue)(pick (sub 1 1))) 
and consequently no further arithmetic operations will be performed on subsequent 
steps. 
In order to specify this translation in general, we have to have some means for 
introducing new variable names. The simplest procedure is to change the definition 
of the type Aexp to 
> TYPE Aexp = const Id 1 uar Id 1 uux Znt 1 apply Aexp Aexp 1 
> mu Znt Id Aexp 
This introduces a special constructor aux for handling auxiliary variables (all of 
which have integer names), and changes the definition of the combinator constructor 
mu slightly, so that now yin x. . . . abbreviates pal a2. . . an x. . . . 
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In the modified specification, only one equation of the function Tram has to be 
changed: 
> Trans (lambda x e) = abstract (mfes x t) x t 
> where t = Trans e 
The function abstract is defined as follows: 
> abstract ms x t = lred apply (mkcomb ms x t) ms 
> mkcomb ms x t = mu (# ms) x (subst ms t) 
> subst ms (const c) = cohst c 
> subst ms (uar x) = aux (index ms (varx)) if (uarx) in ms 
> varx otherwise 
> subst ms (apply el e2) 
> = aux (index ms (apply e 1 e2)) if (apply e 1 e2) in ms 
> appZy (subst ms el)( subst ms e2) otherwise 
>substms(munxe)=munxe 
This uses the subsidiary function subst to locate the occurrences of the mfes (kept 
on the list ms) in the translated expression t, and substitute new auxiliary variables 
for them. The expression #xs gives the length of the list xs, the operator in denotes 
the test for list membership, and the expression (index xs x) returns the position of 
the first occurrence of x on the list xs. Observe that subst is a very expensive 
operation since it relies heavily on testing expressions for equality. Equality tests 
on structured objects take time proportional to the size of the objects, at least in 
the worst case, and so can be fairly costly to implement. 
We are now left with the task of defining the list of mfes, i.e. the expression 
(mfes x t). We can do this most simply with the help of a list comprehension [lo]: 
> mfes x e = [ e’t subexps e 1 nonconstant e’, free x e’, 
> maximal x e e’] 
This executable specification reads: (mfes x e) is defined to be the list of e’, e’ being 
drawn from the list of subexpressions of e, such that e’ is nonconstant (that is, it 
contains at least one occurrence of a variable), e’ does not contain occurrences of 
the variable x, and e’ is maximal with respect to e and x. The associated functions 
are defined as follows: 
> subexps (const c) = [ const c] 
> subexps (oar x) = [uarx] 
> subexps (applyel e2) =[applyel e2] ++ 
> union (subexps e 1) (subexps e2) 
> subexps(munxe) =[munxe] 
> nonconstant (const c) = false 
> nonconstant (uar x) = true 
> nonconstant (apply el e2) = nonconstant el or nonconstant e2 
> nonconstant (mu n x e) = false 
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> free x (const c) = true 
> freex (uary) =(xfy) 
>freex(uppZyel e2) =freexel aodfreexe2 
> freex(munye) = true 
> maximal x e e’ = (e = e’) 
> or some [(apply e’ e”) in (subexps e) or 
> (apply e” e’) in (subexps e) 1 
> en t subexps e, not free x e”] 
The last definition is the most difficult to understand. It says that an expression e’ 
is a maximal free expression in e- with respect to x-if either e = e’ or there is 
some subexpression e” of e which does contain at least one occurrence of x, such 
that either (apply e’ e”) is a subexpression of e, or (apply e” e’) is. One of these two 
applications is the smallest possible enclosing expression of e’ in e and we require 
that it should not be free of x. 
The remaining functions are straightforward. Notice the pattern matching style 
of definition which dispatches on the four kinds of possible Aexp (expressions of 
the form (uux n) appear only inside combinators). This is arguably a more elaborate 
style of specification than need be, although as Paulson points out in [8], explicit 
equations involving each type constructor separately are more suited to subsequent 
induction proofs or transformation steps. To illustrate this very point, let us now 
transform the above specification of mfes into a shorter and potentially more efficient 
version. 
The main steps of the transformation are as follows, where for convenience we 
introduce a predicate 
> sutis x e e’ = nonconstunt e’ and free x e’ and maximal x e e’ 
(i) mfes x (cod c) = [e t [ const c] 1 saris x (const c) e] 
=[I 
as nonconsrunt (const c) = false. 
(ii) mfes x (uur y) = [e t [ uur y] 1 saris x (uur y) e] 
Since nonconstun~ (wry) = true, free x (uur y) = (x # y), and maximal x (uur y) 
(uur y) = true, we have 
mfesx(uury)=[] ifx=y 
[ uur y] otherwise 
(iii) mfes x (apply e 1 e2) 
=[et[uppZyel e2] ++ union (subexpsel) (subexpse2)l 
sutisx (upplyel e2) e] 
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= [apply el e21 nonconstant (u&y el e2),freex (apply el e2)] 
++ union [etsubexpselIsatisx (upplyel e2) e] 
[e f subexps e2 1 his x (apply el e2) e] 
Iffree x (apply el e2) = true, then for every subexpression eof (uppry el e2) we must 
have free x e = true, and so muximuZ x (uppry el e2) e = false. Hence the last two lists 
must be empty in this case. If free x (apply el e2) =fuZse, then the first list must be 
empty. Now, if e is in subexps el, then it is straightforward to show 
maximal x (apply el e2) e = maximal x el e 
and a similar conclusion holds in the case that e is in subexps e2. Hence we can derive 
mfes x (uppry el e2) = [apply el e2] if nonconstunt( apply el e2) 
andfreex (upplyel e2) 
union (mfes x el)( mfes x e2) otherwise 
(iv) Finally, it is easy to show 
m&x (mu nye)=[] 
Here is the derived version of mfes, written out in full: 
> mfes x (const c) =[I 
> mfesx (vary) =[I ifx=y 
> [ uur y] otherwise 
> mfes x (uppry el e2) = [apply el e2] if nonconstunr (apply el e2) 
> and free x (apply el e2) 
> union (mfes x el)( mfes x e2) otherwise 
> mfesx (munye) =[I 
The algorithm we have described so far is still very inefficient since the lambda 
expression is traversed many times. In particular, the determination of mfes requires 
many passes over the data: at each application the applicative expression under 
construction is traversed to discover the result of the nonconstant est, and traversed 
again to determine whether the application is free of the associated bound variable. 
The way to optimise these two tests, and also to improve the function subsr described 
earlier, is to compute the ZeueZ of an applicative expression, and use this value in 
the calculations. This notion of level is described more formally in the next section. 
5. The level of an applicative expression 
The specification of Truns given in previous sections converts lambda-abstractions 
to applicative expressions beginning with the innermost and ending with the outer- 
most. For example, in the expression 
hx.hy.hz.A(hr.B)C 
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the subexpression ht.B is translated first, and then the abstractions with bound 
variables z, y and x, in this order, are translated. When B is translated, it is done 
so in a context 6s = [x,y,z,t] of the bound variables of successively enclosing abstrac- 
tions. Given a context bs, we can define the notion of the level of an applicative 
expression: 
> level 6s e = mux [index bs x( (vur x) c subexps e] 
Here, indexxsx gives the position of x in the sequence xs, counting the positions 
from 1 to #xs, and taking the position of the lust occurrence of x in xs if there is 
more than one. We suppose max [] = 0, so that if e does not contain variables at 
all, its level will be 0. 
Given a sequence of bindings, bs, in which x is the last entry, we have 
nonconstant e = level bs e > 0, 
free x e = level bs e c # bs, 
so we shall be able to compute the values of these tests more quickly if we can 
calculate and maintain the level numbers of all expressions. 
The first task is to improve the above specification of level by program transforma- 
tion. We have 
Zevel bs (const c) = max [index bs x 1 (vur x) c [ const c]] 
=mux[] 
= 0 
levelbs(vury) =mux[indexbsxI(varx)t[vary]] 
= max [indexbsy] 
= index bs y 
Zevel bs (apply el e2) 
=mux[indexbsxI(vurx)+[upplyel e2] 
++ union (subexps el)(subexps e2)] 
= mux [ index bs x I ( oar x) + union (subexps e 1 )( subexps e2)] 
=max[max[indexbsxI(vurx)+subexpsel], 
max [index bs x I (var x) + subexps e2]] 
= max [level bs e 1, level bs e2] 
using some straightforward properties of union and max. Finally 
levelbs(munye)=max[ZeveZbsx((varx)t[munye]] 
=max[] 
=o 
Having introduced the concept of levels to simplify the discovery of mfes, we can 
also use it to improve the efficiency of the function subst. Recall that, in the definition 
of subsr, the test (e in ms) is used, where ms = mfes bs’ t, to determine whether e is 
an mfe and so a candidate for replacement by an auxiliary variable. Since subst is 
only applied when e is a subexpression of f, the test (e in ms) is equivalent o the 
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condition 0 < level bs’ e < # bs’. The latter condition will turn out to be faster to 
evaluate when we eventually arrange for level values to be computed quickly. The 
change to subst involves having to pass bs’ as an extra parameter. 
We must now rewrite the complete definition of Truns in terms of a subsidiary 
function trans which maintains the correct context bs of bindings. The type of trans 
is List Id + Lexp + Aexp, and the definitions are: 
> Transe = trans [] e 
> trans bs (const c) = const c 
> truns bs (var x) = oarx 
> truns bs (apply el e2) = apply (truns bs el) ( truns bs e2) 
> trans bs (lambda x e) = abstract (mfes bs’ t) bs’ x t 
> where bs’ = bs ++ [x] 
> t = trans bs’ e 
> mfes bs (const c) =[I 
> mfes bs (var x) =[I if level bs x = # bs 
> [ var x] otherwise 
> mfes bs (apply e 1 e2) = [apply e 1 e2] 
> if # bs > level bs (apply e 1 e2) > 0 
> union (mfes bs el)( mfes bs e2) otherwise 
> mfes bs (mu n x e) =Cl 
> level bs (cons? c) = 0 
> level bs (var x) = index bs x 
> level bs (appZy el e2) = max [level bs el,leveZ bs e2] 
> levelbs (munxe) =0 
> abstract ms bs x t = lred apply (mkcomb ms bs x t) ms 
> mkcomb ms bs x t = mu (# ms) x (subs? ms bs t) 
> subst ms bs (const c) = const c 
> subst ms bs (var x) = QUX (index ms (var x)) if level bs x < # bs 
> varx otherwise 
> subst ms bs (apply el e2) 
> = QUX (index ms (apply el e2)) if 0 C level bs (apply el e2) -c # bs 
> apply (subst ms bs el) (subs? ms bs e2) otherwise 
> substmsbs(munxe)=munxe 
This program represents the complete specification of the compiler, and it is 
worthwhile reviewing how it was obtained. First, the general scheme was derived 
from a simpler one which abstracted on free variables only; the current version 
abstracts on maximal free expressions. The specification of mfes was transformed 
into an alternative version which depended on testing whether an expression was 
constant, and whether it contained occurrences of the bound variable of the latest 
lambda-abstraction. These tests were simplified by introducing the notion of the 
level of an applicative expression with respect to a sequence of bound variables. 
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The specification of level was transformed into a simpler version, and finally level 
was used to improve the definition of subst. 
The program is still very inefficient, and there are three main causes. First, the 
values of Zevel are recalculated at each step in the determination of the mfes. Second, 
the function subst involves many calculations of index to carry out the substitution 
of auxiliary variables for maximal expressions. Third, the calculation of &es as a 
list with no duplicated values is inefficient since determining whether two expressions 
are equal is not a constant ime operation. The only way to resolve this last problem 
is to replace union by concatenation and allow two distinct occurrences of the same 
mfe to be treated as two different mfes. This will not affect the correctness of the 
translation, but only introduce more arguments to combinators than is strictly 
necessary. In practice, there are unlikely to be many duplicate mfes so little will be 
lost by such a move. For the remaining problems, two separate transformation 
techniques are invoked. The values of level are tabulated [l] to avoid redundant 
recalculations, and a continuation parameter is introduced to speed wp the substitu- 
tion process. We deal with tabulation next. 
6. Tabulating expression levels 
Tabulation is a general technique for storing computed values of a function to 
avoid subsequent recalculation (see [l] for further details). The necessary data 
structure for holding this information can be quite separate from any other data’ 
structure manipulated by the program, or it can be incorporated into an already 
existing structure. The second approach is the one we shall adopt here. The type 
Aexp is modified so that every expression has associated with it an integer represent- 
ing the level of the expression with respect to a given binding sequence. We define 
> TYPE Mexp = (Int,Exp) 
> TYPE Exp = const Id ( uar Id 1 apply Mexp Mexp 1 mu Znt Id Aexp 
Mexp (short for memoised expressions) is a data structure which rejnes Aexp by 
the inclusion of level numbers. (Once again, to avoid introducing new constructor 
names, we have used names common to previous types: the reader should think of 
these new constructors as being coloured differently than those of Lexp and Aexp.) 
The formal relationship between Aexp and Mexp is captured by providing an 
abstraction function abs: Mexp+Aexp, which strips ofI level numbers, and a 
representation function rep: List Id + Aexp + Mexp, which puts them in: 
> abs (0, const c) = const c 
> abs (n, wr x) = varx 
> abs (n,apply el e2) = appZy (abs el)(abs e2) 
> abs (0,mu n x e) =munxe 
> rep 6s (const c) = (0, const c) 
> rep 6s (uur x) = (index 6s x,vur x) 
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> rep bs (apply el e2) = (max [fit rl,fit r2],apply rl r2) 
> where rl = rep bs el 
> r2 = rep bs e2 
> repbs(munxe) = (0,mu n x e) 
Here, the function fit, defined by fst(x,y) = x, selects the first component of a pair 
of values. The third equation for rep can be simplified by introducing a function 
> mapply rl r2 = (mux [fit rl,fit r21,apply rl r2) 
and rewriting 
>repbs(uppZyele2)=mapply(repbsel)(repbse2) 
Note that abs and (rep bs) are inverse functions satisfying 
abs(repbse)=e, 
rep bs (abs r) = r 
for e and r drawn from the appropriate class of expressions. 
The type Mexp can be used to define an alternative version of trans in two steps: 
(1) define mtrans: List Id + Lexp + Mexp by the equation 
mtrans bs e = rep bs (trans bs e) 
and use this equation to synthesize a new, more efficient definition of mtrans by 
program transformation; 
(2) redefine trans by the equation 
truns bs e = abs (mtrans bs e) 
in order to strip off the level numbers again. 
The first three cases in the synthesis of mtruns are straightforward: 
(i) mtrans bs (const c) = rep bs (truns bs (const c)) 
= rep bs (const c) 
= (0, const c) 
(ii) mtrans bs (uar x) = rep bs ( trans bs (uar x)) 
= rep bs (uur x) 
= (index bs x, uar x) 
(iii) mtruns bs (apply el e2) 
= rep bs ( trans bs (apply el e2)) 
= rep bs (apply (trans bs e 1) ( trans bs e2)) 
= mapply (rep bs ( trans bs e l))( rep bs ( trans bs e2)) 
= mapply (mtruns bs el) (mtrans bs e2) 
The fourth case is the tricky one, as might be expected, and will take a number 
of steps before it is completed. To begin with, we have 
(iv) mtrans bs (lambda x e) = rep bs (trans bs (lambda x e)) 
= rep bs (abstract (mfes bs’ t) bs’ x t) 
where bs’ = bs ++ [x], and t = trans bs’ e, 
= rep bs (lred apply (mkcomb ms bs’ x t) ms) 
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where ms = mfes bs’ t. In order to continue with the derivation we need a lemma 
which allows us to push the function (rep bs) inside the expression. In the statement 
of the lemma, map is a standard higher-order function defined by 
> mapf [I = [I 
> mapf (x:xs)=fx: mupfxs 
Lemma 6.1. 
rep bs (Zred uppZy e es) = Zred mapply (rep bs e) (map (rep bs) es) 
Proof. By structural induction on the sequence es. 
Case [I. 
rep bs (Zred apply e [I) 
= rep bs e (definition of Zred) 
= Zred mapply (rep bs e) [] (definition of Zred) 
= Zred mapply (rep bs e) (map (rep bs) [I) (definition of map) 
Hence the base case for the induction is established. 
Case e’: es. 
rep bs (Zred apply e (e’:es)) 
= rep bs (Zred apply (apply e e’) es) (definition of Zred ) 
= Zred mapply (rep bs (apply S? e’))( map (rep bs) es) (induction hypothesis) 
= Zred mapply (muppZy (rep bs e) (rep bs e’))( map (rep bs) es) 
= Zred muppZy (rep bs e)( rep bs e’ : map (rep bs) es) (definition of Zred) 
= Zred mapply (rep bs e)( map (rep bs) (e’: es)) 
establishing the induction and the lemma. Cl 
Now we can continue with the main derivation to obtain 
mtruns bs (lambda x e) 
= Zred mapply (rep bs (n&comb ms bs’ x t))( map (rep bs) ms) 
where ms = mfes bs’ Z, bs’ = bs ++ [x] and t = truns bs’ e. 
Having pushed (rep bs) as far inside the expression as it will go, we now have to 
tackle a synthesis of the two subexpressions (map (rep bs) ms) and 
(rep bs (mkcomb ms bs’ x t)). In order to get our bearings, let us see where we would 
like to end up. Eventually, we want a definition of the form 
mtrans bs (lambda x e) = mabstract (mmfes bs’ mt) bs’ x mt 
where bs’ = bs ++ [x] 
mt = mtrans bs’ e 
mabstract mms bs x mt = Zred mapply (mmkcomb mms bs x mt) mms 
Here, mmfes, mabstract and mmkcomb are the Mexp-versions of the functions mfes, 
abstract and mkcomb. If this is to work, we want to define mmfes in such a way as 
to satisfy the condition 
mmfes bs’ (rep bs’ t) = map (rep bs) (mfes bs’ t) 
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This is the right direction to take since (rep bs’ t) = (rep bs’( trans bs’ e)) = 
(mtrans bs’ e) = mt. 
We can use this condition to synthesize a satisfactory definition of mmfes. In the 
synthesis, the four possible forms for t are substituted into the equation, and the 
result is simplified. For the case t = (const c) we obtain 
mmfes bs’ (rep bs’ (const c)) = map (rep bs) (mfes bs’ (const c)) 
= map (rep bs) [] 
=[I 
as mfes bs’ (const c) = [] by definition. Since (rep bs’ (const c)) = (0,const c), we have 
(4 mmfes bs’ (0,const c) = [] 
In a similar vein we can derive 
(b) mmfes bs’ (0,mu n x e) = [] 
The remaining two cases are for the patterns (uarx) and (apply el e2). For the 
former we have 
mmfes bs’ (rep bs’ (uar x)) = map (rep bs) (hfes bs’ (uar x)) 
Now (mfes bs’ (uar x)) = [] if level bs’ x = # bs’. In this case, the right-hand side is 
[I. Since (rep bs’ (uar x)) = (level bs’ x, uar x), we obtain 
(4 mmfes bs’ (n, uar x) = [] if n = # bs’ 
On the other hand, if level bs’ x < # bs’, then 
(4 mmfes bs’ (n, var x) = map (rep bs) [ var x] 
=[repbs (varx)] 
=[(n, varx)] otherwise 
since (level bs x) = (level bs’ x) = n, as bs is just bs’ without its last element. 
The last case can be treated similarly. Omitting the details, we end up with 
(d) mmfes bs’ (n,appZy el e2) 
=[I ifn=O 
[(ndwb el 41 ifO<n<#bs 
mmfes bs’ el ++ mmfes bs’ e2 otherwise 
Observe that the parameter bs’ to mmfes is redundant in that we can replace it by 
a single integer # bs’ instead. 
The development of the second term (rep bs (mkcomb ms bs’ x t)) is treated in a 
similar fashion. If we can synthesize a function mmkcomb satisfying 
mmkcomb mms bs’ x mt = rep bs (mkcomb ms bs’ x t) 
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where mms = mmfes bs’ x mt, mt = mtrans bs’ e, ms = mfes bs’ t, and t = trans bs’ e, 
then we will have the desired result. Now, ms = map abs mms, and t = abs mt, so we 
can define 
mmkcomb mms bs’ x mt 
= rep bs (mkcomb (map abs mms) bs’ x (abs mt) 
= (0, mu (# mms) x (subst (map abs mms) bs’ (abs mt))) 
since #(map abs mms) = # mms. 
As a final step we can synthesize a function msubst so that 
msubst mms bs’ mt = subst (map abs mms) bs’ (abs mt) 
Using the fact that me1 = me2 iff abs (mel) = abs (me2), and so index mms me = 
index (map abs mms) (abs me), we end up with the definition 
msubst mms bs’ (0,const c) = const c 
msubst mms bs’ (n,uar x) 
=aux(indexmms(n,varx)) ifn<#bs’ 
varx otherwise 
msubst mms bs’ (n,apply el e2) 
= aux (index mms (n,appZy el e2)) ifO<n<#bs’ 
apply (msubst mms bs’ el)( msubst mms bs’ e2) otherwise 
msubst mms bs’ (0,mu n x e) = mu n x e 
Let us now put together the result of these transformations as a complete program: 
> Transe = abs (mtrans [] e) 
> mtrans bs (const c) = (0,const c) 
> mtrans bs (uar x) = (index bs x, uar x) 
> mtrans bs (apply el e2) = mapply (mtrans bs el)( mtrans bs e2) 
> mtrans bs (lambda x e) = mabstract (mmfes k mt) k x mt 
> wherek=l+#bs 
> mt = mtrans (bs ++ [xl) e 
> mapply el e2 = (max [fit el,fit e2], apply el e2) 
> mabstract ms k x mt = lred mapply (mkcomb ms k x mt) ms 
> mkcomb ms k x mt = (0, mu (# ms) x (msubst ms k mt)) 
> mmfes k (0,const c) =[I 
> mm@ k (n,uar x) =[I ifk=n 
> [ (n,uar x)] otherwise 
> mmfes k (n,appfy el e2) = [] ifn=O 
> [(n,w+ el Gl ifO<n<k 
> mmfes k el ++ mmfes k e2 otherwise 
> mmfes k (0, mu n x e) =[I 
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> msubst ms k (0,const c) = const c 
> msubst ms k (n,uar x) = var x ifk=n 
> aux (index ms (n,uar x)) otherwise 
> msubst ms k (n,apply el e2) 
> = aux (index ms (n,upply el e2)) ifO<n<k 
> apply (msubst ms k e 1) (msubst ms k e2) otherwise 
> msubstmsk(O,munxe)=munxe 
The above program is the result of a systematic derivation designed to tabulate level 
numbers of applicative expressions, and represents a fair test of the whole transfor- 
mational methodology. Except for the manipulations of level values, the result has 
very much the same shape as the original program, and a programmer might be 
forgiven for thinking that the final program could have been written down directly 
without going through the complexities of a formal transition. However, it is very 
easy to make mistakes in applying an optimisation technique of this subtlety, and 
the only sure way to proceed is by adhering strictly to a systematic procedure. 
The tabulation of level values does not complete our treatment of the problem, 
for we still have to tackle the inefficient definition of msubst. The way to avoid 
constantly invoking the index function for determining auxiliary variable names, is 
to use a continuation parameter transformation. This is dealt with next. 
7. Continuation parameters 
The current version of the supercombinator compiler handles lambda abstractions 
by discovering the list, ms, of mfes and later substituting new auxiliary variables 
for these mfes in the body of the applicative expression. If e is found to be an mfe, 
it is replaced by (auxn), where n is the position of e on the list ms. In order to 
discover n, e is compared to each element of ms (through the function index) until 
it is found at position n. This seems an inefficient way to proceed because it involves 
comparing expressions for equality, an expensive operation. Why not do the replace- 
ment of e by (aux n) at the time e is first found, that is, during the computation of 
mfes? If e is the nth mfe to be found, then e can be replaced by (awe n) since the 
list of mfes is arranged in order of discovery. This would certainly eliminate the 
source of waste. 
There are two reasons against such a modification. First, it would totally change 
the structure of the algorithm so far derived, mixing logically distinct phases of the 
compiler. Second, and more important, it depends critically on the fact that the 
numeric labels of the new variables are taken in the order that the mfes are 
encountered uring the search phase. In an important enhancement to the supercom- 
binator compiler that we have so far not discussed, this fact will no longer be true. 
It will turn out that, by ordering the list of mfes in a special way, we can reduce 
the number of supercombinators produced and generally improve the performance 
of the compiler. So, the nth mfe to be found will not necessarily receive the variable 
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( QUX n), and this means that the modification will not work. This enhancement is 
described in the next section. 
Assuming numeric labels are taken in order of discovery of mfes, there is a simple 
alternative method for improving msubst. It relies on the fact that the mfes encoun- 
tered in msubst will be found in the same order as they occur in the list ms. So the 
first mfe to be found will be the first value on ms, and will receive label (aux l), 
the second will receive label (aux 2), and so on. We can therefore introduce a 
function msubst’ which produces a pair of results, the additional value being an 
integer m to indicate the next available label is (aux m). This second result is known 
as a continuation parameter. The definitions are 
> msubst ms k mt = fst (msubst’ 1 k mt) 
> msubst’ m k (0,const c) = (const c,m) 
> msubst’ m k (n,uar x) = (uarx,m) ifk=n 
> (auxqm+l) otherwise 
> msubst’ m k (n,apply el e2) = (uux m, m + 1) ifO<k<n 
> (uppry rl r2, m2) otherwise 
> where(rl,ml)=msubst’m kel 
> (r2,m2) = msubst’ m 1 k e2 
> msubst’ m k (0,mu n x e) = (mu n x e,m) 
This definition is virtually self-explanatory. The second result of msubst’ is passed 
as a continuation parameter for the rest of the computation. It is only necessary to 
check that msubst’ visits the mfes in the order they were generated, but this is clearly 
the case by inspection of the definition of mmfes. 
We shall see a more complicated example of continuation parameters when we 
discuss the enhancement to the supercombinator compiler mentioned above. 
8. Ordering mfes 
So far we have not been concerned with the order in which mfes are arranged as 
arguments to combinators. Consider the expression 
C (hd x) n (tZ x) 
in which the parameters to the combinator C could have been arranged in any 
order. If the immediately enclosing lambda-abstraction has bound variable n, then 
the maximal free expressions of the above expression will be (C (hd x)) and (tZx). 
However, if we had written the parameters in the order 
C (hdx) (tlx) n 
then the only maximal free expression would have been (C (hd x) (tZ x)). Fewer 
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mfes means fewer parameters for later abstractions, and the subsequent graph 
reduction algorithm can go more quickly. 
A moment’s reflection reveals that the optimal ordering for mfes is according to 
their level: mfes with lower levels should come before those with higher ones as 
parameters to combinators. This ordering brings together mfes at the same level 
and minimises the number of mfes for subsequent steps in the translation. For 
further motivation for this important modification to the compiler, consult Hughes’ 
original exposition [S]. 
The change is easily implemented; we simply modify the last clause of the 
definition of mtrans to read 
> mtrans bs (lambda x e) = mabstract (sortwithfit (mmfes k mt)) k x mt 
> wberek=l+#bs 
> mr = mtrans (bs ++ [xl) e 
where (sortwith fst) is a function which sorts on the first components of its argument, 
i.e. on level numbers. Mm& produces a list of (level, expression) pairs, so the levels 
are immediately available for the sorting process. More generally, the function 
(sortwith f) uses the integer valued function f to determine the order of the result. 
However, note that the continuation parameter technique described in the last 
section will no longer work with this modification. The mfes are no longer assigned 
auxiliary variables with integer labels in order of discovery. Either we have to revert 
to the original definition of msubst, which is correct but inefficient, or else find a 
new way. 
Suppose, during the translation of a lambda abstraction, the mfes 
[mfl, mj2, mf3, mf4] were discovered (in this order). Suppose the sorted list is 
[mf3, mfl, mf4, mf2]. This means that mfl must be replaced by (aux 2), mf2 by 
(aux 4), mf 3 by (aux 1) and mf4 by (aux 3). The list [2,4,1,3] is therefore the list 
of replacement labels for the original list of mfes. If we can compute this list rs of 
replacement labels, then we can use it as a continuation parameter in an e5cient 
version of msubst: 
> msubst rs k mr =fit (msubst’ rs k mt) 
> msubst’ rs k (0,const c) = (const c,rs) 
> msubst’ rs k (n,uar x) = (varx,rs) ifk=n 
> (aux (hd rs),tl rs) otherwise 
> msubst’rsk(n,applyel e2)=(aux(hdrs),tlrs) ifO<k<n 
> (apply tl t2,rs2) otherwise 
> where (tl,rsl) = msubst’ rs kel 
> (t2,rs2) = msubst’ rsl k e2 
> msubst’ rs k (0,mu n x e) =(munxe,rs) 
The problem, then, is to compute the permutation of 1. . # mfes which gives the 
replacement labels. This permutation is the inverse of the permutation which puts 
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the mfes into sorted order. We can invert a permutation by the function 
> inuertps = map snd (sortwithfst (labelps)) 
> fubelps =ps 111 . . #ps 
where 1 . . n denotes the list [ 1,2,..., n] and I( is a standard operator with the definition 
’ [I II [I =[I 
’ b:xs) II (v:vs) = b, VI : (xs II YS) 
For example, we have label [3,1,4,2] = [(3,1),(1,2),(4,3),(2,4)] and so 
invert [3,1,4,2] = map snd (sortwithfst [(3,1),( 1,2),(4,3),(2,4)]) 
= mapsnd [(1,2),(2,4),(3,1),(4,3)1 
= WJ,31 
We can now compute the desired list of replacement labels for the original list of 
mfes by: 
(1) labelling the mfes (with integers 1 upto #m&s), 
(2) sorting the mfes by level, 
(3) taking the inverse of the resulting list of labels. 
Here is the relevant part of the resulting program: 
> mtrans bs (lambda x e) 
> = mabstract ms k x mt 
> where ms = sortwith (fst . fst)( label (mmfes k mt)) 
> k=l+#bs 
> mt = mtmns (bs ++ [xl) e 
> mabstract ms k x mt = lred mapply (mkcomb rs k x mt) ms’ 
> where ms’ = map fst ms 
> rs = invert (map snd ms) 
> mkcomb rs k x mt = (0, mu (# rs) x (msubst rs k mt)) 
and msubst is as defined above. The value of (label (mmfes k mt)) is a sequence of 
pairs of the form ((level, expression),ZabeZ); this is sorted by level, i.e. on the fst of 
the fst component (in the program the operator “.I’ denotes functional composition); 
the labels are thrown away in the construction of ms’, but are retained in the 
construction of rs for the subsequent substitution process. 
With this transformation we have completed the development of the supercom- 
binator compiler. The final version is written out fully in the next section, where its 
efficiency is discussed. 
9. The final product 
The result of our endeavours is the following program: 
> Transe = abs (mtruns [] e) 
> mtrans bs (const c) = (0,const c) 
> mtruns bs (uarx) = (index bs x, uar x) 
> mtruns bs (uppry el e2) = muppZy (mtrans bs el) (mtruns bs e2) 
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> mtrans bs (lambda x e) 
> = mabstract ms k x mt 
> wberek=l+#bs 
> ms = sortwith (fst.fit)( label (mmfes k mt)) 
> mt = mtrans (bs ++ [x]) e 
> mapply el e2 = (max [fit elfst e2], apply el e2) 
> mabstract ms k x mt = lred mapply (mkcomb rs k x mt) ms’ 
> where ms’ = map fst ms 
> rs = invert (map snd ms) 
> mkcomb rs k x mt = (0, mu (# rs) x (msubst rs k mt)) 
> mmfes k (0,const c) =[I 
> mmfes k (n,uar x) =[I ifk=n 
> [.( n,uar x)] otherwise 
> mmfes k (n,appZy el e2) = [] ifn=O 
> [(n,apply el e2)l ifO<n<k 
> mmfes k el ++ mmfes k e2 otherwise 
> mmfes k (0,mu n x e) =[I 
> msubst rs k e = fst (msubst’ rs k e) 
> msubst’ rs k (0,const c) = (const c,rs) 
> msubst’ rs k (n,uar x) = (uarx,rs) ifk=n 
> (aux (hdrs),tZrs) otherwise 
> msubst’ rs k (n,appZy el e2) = (aux (hd rs), tl rs) ifO<n<k 
> (apply tl t2, rs2) otherwise 
> where (tl,rsl) = msubst’ rs k el 
> (t2,rs2) = msubst’ rsl k e2 
> msubst’ rs k (0,mu n x e) = (mu n x e,rs) 
> abs (0,const c) = const c 
> abs (n,uarx) = uarx 
> abs (n,appZy el e2) = apply (abs el) (abs e2) 
> abs(O,munxe) =munxe 
The remaining utility functions, viz: index, sortwith, label and invert have either 
been defined elsewhere in the paper, or have not been given formal definitions. 
In order to estimate the time complexity of our program, let L denote the size of 
the input Lexp, and A the size of the output Aexp. In addition, suppose there are 
k lambda-abstractions in the input and that mj mfes are discovered during the 
translation of the jth abstraction. We can estimate the cost of the program by timing 
the various stages as follows: 
(i) the final pass to strip off level numbers-by applying abs-takes O(A) steps; 
(ii) the mfes of the jth abstraction are found, and labelled, in O(mj) steps; 
(iii) all the necessary sorting can be carried out in O(mj log mj) steps, assuming 
a guaranteed O(n log n) sorting algorithm is used; 
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(iv) the time required to perform the substitution of auxiliary variables for mfes 
is at most O(A) steps. 
It follows that the running time of the algorithm is O(A + m 1 log m 1 + m2 log m2+ 
-**+mklogmk). Now, Hughes has shown in [6] that A= 
O(L+ml+m2+. * * + mk), or in words, the size of the input expression is increased 
by the total number of mfes discovered during the translation. Setting m 1 + - . * + 
mk=M, we have O(m1 logml+* * - + mk log mk) = O(M log M) and so the run- 
ning time of the whole algorithm is O( L+ A4 log M) or, alternatively, O(A log A). 
The additional factor of (log A) is a direct result of the sorting process and cannot 
be avoided. 
There are further enhancements o the algorithm we have not discussed but which 
can easily be implemented. The most important of these is eliminating redundant 
combinators known to be equal to others by extensionality. For details consult [5]. 
Although the point of the paper has been to show the transformational method 
at work on a ‘real’ problem, and not primarily to argue the pros and cons of fully 
lazy implementations of functional languages, it would be wrong to conclude without 
introducing a note of caution. Fully lazy implementations do bring an increase in 
execution speed of functional programs, but the price to pay is a corresponding 
increase in the use of space. It boils down to this: if a calculation is not to be 
repeated, its value must be stored somewhere. It is not difficult to construct examples 
of programs which cannot be computed on real machines under a fully lazy scheme 
because this space cost is too great. The same programs cun be computed using a 
standard lazy implementation. Since programmers are ultimately responsible for 
the reliability of their products, the decision to make such trade-offs should be 
under their control. 
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